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Abstra t. We extend Temporal Annotated Constraint Logi Programming (TACLP) in order to obtain a framework where both temporal and
spatial information an be dealt with and reasoned about. This results in
a on eptually simple, uniform setting, alled STACLP (Spatio-Temporal
Annotated Constraint Logi Programming), where temporal and spatial
data are represented by means of annotations that label atomi rstorder formulae. The expressiveness and on iseness of the approa h are
illustrated by means of some examples: De nite, periodi and inde nite
spatio-temporal information involving time-varying obje ts and properties an be handled in a natural way.

Spatio-temporal reasoning, onstraint logi programming,
annotated logi s.
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Introdu tion

The handling of spatio-temporal data has re ently begun to attra t broader
interest [1, 3, 8, 21℄. The more omputers support humans, the more have they
to be apable of dealing with spatio-temporal information. Time and spa e are
losely inter onne ted: Mu h information that is referen ed to spa e is also referen ed to time and may vary with time. Prominent appli ations are geographi
information systems (GISs), environmental monitoring, and geometri modeling
systems (CAD). Other areas in need for spatio-temporal reasoning are adastral
databases, diagrammati reasoning and s ienti appli ations.
In a logi al formalization of spatial and temporal information it is quite natural to think of formulae that are labelled by spatio-temporal information and
about proof pro edures that take into a ount these labels. In this perspe tive,
the general framework of annotated onstraint logi (ACL) [7℄ extends rst order languages with a distinguished lass of predi ates, alled onstraints, and
a distinguished lass of terms forming a latti e, alled annotations, whi h are
used to label formulae. Semanti ally, ACL provides inferen e rules for reasoning
on annotated formulae and a onstraint theory de ning latti e operations, i.e.
onstraints, on annotations. One advantage of a language in the ACL family
is that its lausal fragment an be eÆ iently implemented [7℄: Given a logi in

this framework, there is a systemati way to make a lausal fragment exe utable
as a onstraint logi program [13℄. Based on the ACL framework, the family
of temporal annotated onstraint logi programming (TACLP) languages has
been developed and investigated in [7, 12, 16℄. TACLP supports qualitative and
quantitative (metri ) temporal reasoning involving both time points and time
periods (time intervals) and their duration. Moreover, it allows one to represent
de nite, inde nite and periodi temporal information.
Having ACL and TACLP, a natural further step is to onsider the addition
of spatial information. A rst proposal an be found in [12℄. In su h an approa h
an obje t is modeled by a predi ate and its spatial extent is represented by
adding variables denoting the spatial oordinates as arguments and by pla ing
onstraints on su h variables. Even if this kind of spatial representation is ommon [1, 4, 8℄, it is somewhat awkward in the ontext of TACLP: While temporal
information is represented by annotations, spatial information is en oded into
the formulae. The result is a mismat h of on eptual levels and a loss of simpli ity. Consequently, in this paper we present STACLP, a framework resulting from
the introdu tion of spatial annotations in TACLP. The pie es of spatio-temporal
information are given by ouples of annotations whi h spe ify the spatial extent
of an obje t or of a property at a ertain time period. The use of annotations
makes time and spa e expli it but avoids the proliferation of spatial and temporal variables and quanti ers. Moreover, it supports both de nite and inde nite
spatial and temporal information, and it allows to establish a dependen y between spa e and time, thus permitting to model ontinuously moving points and
regions.
While a lot of e ort has been spent in developing extensions of logi programming languages apable to manage time [14℄, the logi based languages for the
handling of spatial information only deal with the qualitative representation and
reasoning about spa e (see e.g. [17℄). And also the few attempts to manipulate
time and spa e have led to languages for qualitative spatio-temporal representation and reasoning [20℄. On the other hand temporal [19, 6℄ and spatial [9, 15℄
database te hnologies are relatively mature, although, also in the database area,
their ombination is far from straightforward [3℄. In this ontext, the onstraint
database approa h [10℄ appears to be very promising.
Our spatio-temporal language is lose to the approa hes based on onstraint
databases [1, 4, 8℄. From a database point of view, logi programs an represent
dedu tive databases, i.e. relational databases enri hed with intensional rules,
onstraint logi programs an represent onstraint databases [10℄, and thus STACLP an represent spatio-temporal onstraint databases. The spatio-temporal
proposals in [1, 8℄ are extensions of languages originally developed to express
only spatial data. Thus the high-level me hanisms they o er are more oriented
to query spatial data than temporal information. In fa t, they an model only
de nite temporal information and there is no support for periodi , inde nite
temporal data as we will stress in the omparison with [8℄ in Se tion 5.1. On
the ontrary STACLP provides several fa ilities to reason on temporal data and
to establish spatio-temporal orrelations. For instan e, it allows one to des ribe

ontinuous hange in time as well as [4℄ does, whereas both [1℄ and [8℄ an represent only dis rete hanges. Also inde nite spatial and temporal information an
be expressed in STACLP, a feature supported only by the approa h in [11℄.
Furthermore, STACLP takes advantage from the dedu tive power supplied by
onstraint logi programming. For instan e, re ursive predi ates an be exploited
to ompute the transitive losure of relations, an ability not provided by the
traditional approa hes in the database eld. In Se tion 5.4 we will illustrate how
su h an ability is relevant in network analysis, where it may be used to sear h
for onne tions between obje ts. More generally, STACLP does not represent
only data as in onstraint databases but also rules. This extra feature makes
the di eren e if one wants to use the language as a spe i ation and/or analysis
language.

Overview of the paper. In Se tion 2, we shortly introdu e the Temporal
Annotated Constraint Logi Programming framework (TACLP). In Se tion 3, we
present STACLP whi h extends TACLP by spatial annotations, and in Se tion 4
we de ne its semanti s using a meta-interpreter. In Se tion 5 we give several nontrivial examples aimed at illustrating the expressiveness of our approa h. Finally,
in Se tion 6, we draw some on lusions and possible dire tions of future work.
2

TACLP: Time, Annotations, Constraints, Clauses

In this se tion we brie y des ribe the syntax and semanti s of Temporal Annotated Constraint Logi Programming (TACLP) [7℄, a natural and powerful
framework for formalizing temporal information and reasoning. As mentioned
in the introdu tion, TACLP is a onstraint logi programming language where
formulae an be annotated with temporal labels and where relations between
these labels an be expressed by using onstraints. In TACLP, the hoi e of the
temporal ontology is free. In this paper, we will onsider the instan e of TACLP
where time points are totally ordered and labels involve onvex, non-empty sets
of time points. Moreover only atomi formulae an be annotated and lauses are
negation free.

2.1 Time
Time an be dis rete or dense. Time points are totally ordered by the relation .
We denote by T the set of time points and we suppose to have a set of operations
(su h as the binary operations +, ) to manage su h points. We assume that
the time-line is left-bounded by the number 0 and open to the future, with the
symbol 1 used to denote a time point that is later than any other. A time
period is an interval [r; s℄ with r; s 2 T and 0  r  s  1, whi h represents the
onvex, non-empty set of time points ft j r  t  sg1 . Thus the interval [0; 1℄
denotes the whole time line.
1

The results we present naturally extend to time lines that are bounded in other ways
and to time periods that are open on one or both sides.

2.2 Annotations and Annotated formulae
An annotated formula is of the form A where A is an atomi formula and

an annotation. There are three kinds of annotations based on time points and
on time periods. Let t be a time point and let J = [r; s℄ be a time period.
(at) The annotated formula A at t means that A holds at time point t.
(th) The annotated formula A th J means that A holds throughout, i.e., at every
time point in, the time period J . A th-annotated formula is de ned in terms
of at as

A th J , 8t 2 J: A at t:
(in) The annotated formula A in J means that A holds at some time point(s) but we do not know exa tly whi h - in the time period J . An in-annotated
formula is de ned in terms of at as

A in J

, 9t 2 J: A at t:

The in temporal annotation a ounts for inde nite temporal information.
The set of annotations is endowed with a partial order relation v whi h turns it
into a latti e. Given two annotations and , the intuition is that v if is
\less informative" than in the sense that for all formulae A, A ) A . More
pre isely, being an instan e of ACL, in addition to Modus Ponens, TACLP has
the two inferen e rules below:
A
v rule (v)
A
A
= t
rule (t)

A

A

The rule (v) states that if a formula holds with some annotation, then it also
holds with all annotations that are smaller a ording to the latti e ordering.
The rule (t) says that if a formula holds with some annotation and the same
formula holds with another annotation then it holds with the least upper
bound t of the two annotations.

2.3 Constraints
We introdu e the onstraint theory for temporal annotations. Re all that a onstraint theory is a non-empty, onsistent rst order theory that axiomatizes the
meaning of onstraints. Besides an axiomatization of the total order relation 
on the set of time points T , the onstraint theory in ludes the following axioms
de ning the partial order on temporal annotations.
(at th) at t = th [t; t℄
(at in) at t = in [t; t℄
(th v) th [s1 ; s2 ℄ v th [r1 ; r2 ℄ , r1  s1 ; s1  s2 ; s2  r2
(in v) in [r1 ; r2 ℄ v in [s1 ; s2 ℄ , r1  s1 ; s1  s2 ; s2  r2
The rst two axioms state that th I and in I are equivalent to at t when the
time period I onsists of a single time point t.2 Next, if a formula holds at every
2

Espe ially in dense time, one may disallow singleton periods and drop the two axioms. This restri tion has no e e ts on the results we are presenting.

element of a time period, then it holds at every element in all sub-periods of that
period ((th v) axiom). On the other hand, if a formula holds at some points of
a time period then it holds at some points in all periods that in lude this period
((in v) axiom).
Next we axiomatize the least upper bound t of temporal annotations over
time points and time periods. As explained in [7℄, it suÆ es to onsider the
least upper bound for time periods that produ e another valid (non-empty)
time period. Con retely, it is enough to ompute the least upper bound of th
annotations with overlapping time periods:
(th t)

th [s1 ; s2 ℄ t th [r1 ; r2 ℄ = th [s1 ; r2 ℄

, s1  r1 ; r1  s2 ; s2  r2

2.4 Clauses
The lausal fragment of TACLP, whi h an be used as an eÆ ient temporal
programming language, onsists of lauses of the following form:

A

C1 ; : : : ; C n ; B 1

1

; : : : ; Bm m (n; m  0)

where A is an atom (not a onstraint), and i are (optional) temporal annotations, the Cj 's are onstraints and the Bi 's are atomi formulae. Constraints
Cj annot be annotated.
We on lude the introdu tion of TACLP with an example taken from [16℄.
Example 1. In a ompany, there are managers and a se retary who has to manage
their meetings. A manager is busy if he is in a meeting or if he is out.
busy (P ) th [T1 ; T2 ℄
busy (P ) th [T1 ; T2 ℄

in -meeting (P ) th [T1 ; T2 ℄
out -of -oÆ e (P ) th [T1 ; T2 ℄

Suppose the s hedule for today to be the following: Smith and Jones have a meeting at 9am and at 9:30am respe tively, ea h lasting one hour. In the afternoon
Smith goes out for lun h at 2pm and omes ba k at 3pm:
in -meeting (smith ) th [9am; 10am℄:
out -of -oÆ e (smith ) th [2pm; 3pm℄:
in -meeting (jones ) th [9:30am; 10:30am℄:

If the se retary wants to know whether Smith is busy between 9:30am and
10:30am she an ask for busy (smith ) in [9:30am; 10:30am℄. Sin e Smith is in a
meeting from 9am till 10am, one an indeed derive that Smith is busy. Noti e
that this query exploits inde nite information: Sin e Smith is busy at least in
one instant of the period [9:30am; 10:30am℄, the se retary annot s hedule an appointment for him for that period. Conversely, busy (smith ) th [9:30am; 10:30am℄
does not hold, be ause Smith is not busy between 10am and 10:30am.
The query (busy (smith ) th [T1 ; T2 ℄; busy (jones ) th [T1 ; T2 ℄) reveals that both
managers are busy throughout the time period [9:30am; 10am℄, be ause this is
the largest interval that is in luded in the time periods where both managers
are busy.

3

STACLP: A spatio-temporal language

In this se tion we introdu e an extension to TACLP where both temporal and
spatial information an be dealt with and reasoned about. The resulting framework is alled Spatio-Temporal Annotated Constraint Logi Programming (STACLP). It is worth noti ing that spatial data an be already modeled in TACLP
by using ontraints in the style of onstraint databases (see [12℄). However, this
spatial representation is somewhat awkward in the ontext of TACLP: While
temporal information is represented by annotations, spatial information is enoded into the formulae. The result is a mismat h of on eptual levels and a
loss of simpli ity. In STACLP we over ome this mismat h, by de ning a uniform
setting where spatial information is represented by means of annotations, so that
the advantages of using annotations apply to the spatial dimension as well.

3.1 Spatial annotations and onstraints

We onsider as spatial regions re tangles represented as [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄, where
(x1 ; y1 ) and (x2 ; y2 ) represent the lower-left and upper-right vertex of the re tangle, respe tively. More pre isely, [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄ is intended to model the
region f(x; y ) j x1  x  x2 ; y1  y  y2 g3 . Re tangles are the two-dimensional
ounterpart of onvex sets of time points.
Furthermore we de ne three spatial annotations, whi h resemble the three
temporal annotations, namely atp (at point/position), thr (all throughout region), inr (somewhere in region). The set of spatial annotations is endowed with
a partial order relation des ribed by the following onstraint theory.
(atp thr) atp (x; y ) = thr [(x; x); (y; y )℄
(atp inr) atp (x; y ) = inr [(x; x); (y; y )℄
(thr v)
thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄ v thr [(x01 ; x02 ); (y10 ; y20 )℄ ,
(inr

x01  x1 ; x1  x2 ; x2  x02 ; y10  y1; y1  y2 ; y2  y20
inr [(x01 ; x02 ); (y10 ; y20 )℄ v inr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄ ,
x01  x1 ; x1  x2 ; x2  x02 ; y10  y1; y1  y2 ; y2  y20

v)

3.2 Combining spatial and temporal annotations
In order to obtain spatio-temporal annotations the spatial and temporal annotations are ombined by onsidering ouples of annotations as a new lass of
annotations. Let us rst introdu e the general idea of oupling of annotations.
De nition 1. Let (A; vA ) and (B; vB ) be two disjoint lasses of annotations
with their partial order. The oupling is the lass of annotations (A  B; vAB )
de ned as follows
A  B = f ; j 2 A; 2 B g
1
3

vAB

2

, ((

1

=

^ 2 = 2 2) _ (
1 vA 2 ^ 1 vB

1 1

(

1

=

2)

1 1

^

2

=

2 2 ))

The approa h an be easily extended to an arbitrary number of dimensions.

^

In our ase the spatio-temporal annotations are obtained by onsidering the
oupling of spatial and temporal annotations.

De nition 2 (Spatio-temporal annotations). The lass of spatio-temporal
annotations is the oupling of the spatial annotations Spat built from atp, thr
and inr and of the temporal annotations Temp, built from at, th and in, i.e.
SpatTemp.
To larify the meaning of our spatio-temporal annotations, we present some
examples of their formal de nition in terms of at and atp. Let t be a time
point, J = [t1 ; t2 ℄ be a time period, s = (x; y ) be a spatial point and R =
[(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄ be a re tangle.

{ The equivalent annotated formulae A atp s at t, A at t atp s mean that A
holds at time point t in the spatial point s.
{ The annotated formula A thr R th J means that A holds throughout the time
period J and at every spatial point in R. The de nition of su h a formula
in terms of atp and at is:

A thr R th J

, 8t 2 J: 8s 2 R: A atp s at t:

The formula A th J thr R is equivalent to the formula above be ause one an
be obtained from the other just by swapping the two universal quanti ers.
{ The annotated formula A thr R in J means that there exist(s) some time
point(s) in the time period J in whi h A holds throughout the region R.
The de nition of su h a formula in terms of atp and at is:

A thr R in J

, 9t 2 J: 8s 2 R: A atp s at t:

In this ase swapping the annotations swaps the universal and existential
quanti ers and hen e results in a di erent annotated formula A in J thr R,
meaning that for every spatial point in the region R, A holds at some time
point(s) in J .
Let us point out how two formulae whi h are obtained one from the other
by ex hanging the order of annotations might di er. Consider, for instan e, the
following annotated formulae.
water thr R in [apr; jul℄:

water in [apr; jul℄ thr R:

The rst one expresses that there is a time period between April and July in
whi h the whole region R is ompletely overed by the water. On the other hand
the se ond formula states that from April to July ea h point in the region R will
be overed by the water, but di erent points an be overed in di erent time
instants. Hen e there is no ertainty that in a time instant the whole region is
overed by the water.
Consider now inr R th I and th I inr R. The annotation A inr R th I means
that throughout the time interval I , A holds somewhere in the region R, e.g.
A may hange its position and move inside R during the time interval I . On

the other hand, A th I inr R means that there exists a point in spa e R for
whi h A holds throughout the interval I , so A is xed during I . For instan e
the annotated atom does (john ; ski ) inr R th [12am ; 4pm ℄ means that John is
skiing (thus possibly moving) inside the area R from 12am to 4pm. Whereas
exhibition (monet ) th [o t ; de ℄ inr R means that in some xed pla e in the region R there is the Monet exhibition from O tober to De ember.

3.3 Least Upper Bound and its onstraint theory

As for TACLP, besides Modus Ponens, two inferen e rules (v) and (t) are
provided. Also for spatio-temporal annotations, we restri t the latter rule only
to least upper bounds that produ e valid, new annotations, i.e., the resulting
regions are re tangles and the temporal omponents are time periods. Thus we
onsider the least upper bound in the following ases:
(1)

thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [t1 ; t2 ℄ t thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (z1 ; z2 )℄th [t1 ; t2 ℄ =
thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; z2 )℄th [t1 ; t2 ℄ , y1  z1 ; z1  y2 ; y2  z2

(10 ) axiom obtained by swapping the annotations in (1):
(2) thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [t1 ; t2 ℄ t thr [(z1 ; z2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [t1 ; t2 ℄ =
thr [(x1 ; z2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [t1 ; t2 ℄ , x1  z1 ; z1  x2 ; x2  z2
0
(2 ) axiom obtained by swapping the annotations in (2):
(3) thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [s1 ; s2 ℄ t thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [r1 ; r2 ℄ =
thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [s1 ; r2 ℄ , s1  r1 ; r1  s2 ; s2  r2
(30 ) axiom obtained by swapping the annotations in (3):
(4) inr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [s1 ; s2 ℄ t inr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [r1 ; r2 ℄ =
inr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄th [s1 ; r2 ℄ , s1  r1 ; r1  s2 ; s2  r2
(5) in [t1 ; t2 ℄thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄ t in [t1 ; t2 ℄thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (z1 ; z2 )℄ =
in [t1 ; t2 ℄thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; z2 )℄ , y1  z1 ; z1  y2 ; y2  z2
(6) in [t1 ; t2 ℄thr [(x1 ; x2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄ t in [t1 ; t2 ℄thr [(z1 ; z2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄ =
in [t1 ; t2 ℄thr [(x1 ; z2 ); (y1 ; y2 )℄ , x1  z1 ; z1  x2 ; x2  z2
Axioms (1), (10 ), (2) and (20 ) allow one to enlarge the region in whi h a property
holds in a ertain interval. If a property A holds both throughout a region R1
and throughout a region R2 in every point of the time period I then it holds
throughout the region whi h is the union of R1 and R2 , throughout I . Noti e
that the onstraints on the spatial variables ensure that the resulting region
is still a re tangle. Axiom (3) and (30 ) on ern the temporal dimension: If a
property A holds throughout a region R and in every point of the time periods
I1 and I2 then A holds throughout the region R in the time period whi h is the
union of I1 and I2 , provided that I1 and I2 are overlapping. By using axiom (4)
we an prove that if a property A holds in some point(s) of region R throughout
the time periods I1 and I2 then A holds in some point(s) of region R throughout
the union of I1 and I2 , provided that su h intervals are overlapping. Finally, the
last two axioms allow to enlarge the region R in whi h a property holds in the
presen e of an in temporal annotation.

3.4 Clauses
The lausal fragment of STACLP di ers from that of TACLP only for the fa t
that now atoms an be labelled with spatial and/or temporal annotations.

De nition 3. A STACLP lause is of the form:
A

C1 ; : : : ; C n ; B 1

1 1

; : : : ; Bm m m (n; m  0)

where A is an atom (not a onstraint), , i , , i are (optional) temporal and
spatial annotations, the Cj 's are onstraints and the Bi 's are atomi formulae.
Constraints Cj annot be annotated.
A STACLP program is a nite set of STACLP lauses.

In our setting, a omplex region an be represented (possibly in an approximated way) as union of re tangles. A region idreg , divided into n re tangles
f[(xi1 ; xi2 ); (y1i ; y2i )℄ j i = 1; : : : ; ng, is modeled by a olle tion of unit lauses as
follows:
resort (idreg ) thr [(x11 ; x12 ); (y11 ; y21 )℄:
4

resort (idreg ) thr [(xn1 ; xn2 ); (y1n ; y2n )℄:

:::

Semanti s of STACLP

In the de nition of the semanti s, without loss of generality, we assume all atoms
to be annotated with th, in, thr or inr labels. In fa t, at t and atp (x; y ) annotations an be repla ed with th [t; t℄ and thr [(x; x); (y; y )℄ respe tively by
exploiting the (at th) and (atp thr) axioms. Moreover, ea h atom in the obje t
level program whi h is not two-annotated, i.e., whi h is labelled by at most one
kind of annotation, is intended to be true throughout the whole la king dimension(s). For instan e an atom A thr R is transformed into the two-annotated
atom A thr R th [0; 1℄. Constraints remain un hanged.
The meta-interpreter for STACLP is de ned by the following lauses:
demo (empty ):
demo ((B1 ; B2 ))
demo (A
demo (A

)
0 0)

A lause A

demo (B1 ); demo (B2 )

v Æ; v ;
1 1t 2

lause (A Æ ; B ); demo (B )
2

=

lause (A

demo (C )

(1)

;

0

v ; 0v ;

; B ); demo (B );
demo (A 2 2 )
onstraint (C ); C
1 1

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

B of a STACLP program is represented at the meta-level by
lause (A

; B)

valid ( ); valid ( ) :

(6)

where valid is a predi ate that he ks whether the interval or the region in the
annotation is not empty.
The rst two lauses are the ordinary ones to solve the empty goal and
a onjun tion of goals. The resolution rule ( lause (3)) implements both the
Modus Ponens rule and the rule (v). It ontains two relational onstraints on
annotations, whi h are pro essed by the onstraint solver using the onstraint
theory for temporal and spatial annotations presented in Se tions 2.3 and 3.1.
Clause (4) implements the rule (t) ( ombined with Modus Ponens and rule (v)).
The onstraint 1 1 t 2 2 =
in su h a lause is solved by means of the axioms
de ning the least upper bound introdu ed in Se tion 3.3. Clause (5) manages
onstraints by passing them dire tly to the onstraint solver.
5

Examples

In this se tion we present some examples whi h illustrate the expressiveness and
the on iseness of STACLP. The rst example shows how spatial data an be
modeled by annotations and integrated with temporal information. This example
is taken from [8℄, where obje ts with time-varying a tivities are modeled in the
system DEDALE, a generalization of the onstraint database model of [10℄ whi h
relies on a logi al model based on linear onstraints. Example 2 points out some
further pe uliarities of our approa h that annot be modeled in [8℄. Example 3
and Example 4 des ribe how it is possible to de ne moving obje ts in STACLP.
Finally, the last example highlights how the features o ered by onstraint logi
programming improves the reasoning ability in STACLP.

5.1 Ski Tourism
Assume that a person is des ribed by his/her name, the job, the a tivity and
the spatial position(s) in a ertain time interval. For instan e, John is a tourist
and from 1am to 10am he sleeps, from 11am to 12am he has breakfast and then
in the afternoon he goes skiing up to 4pm, while Moni a is a journalist and she
skies from noon to 4pm. This an be expressed by means of the following lauses.
person (john ; tourist ):
does (john ; sleep ) atp (2; 12) th [1am; 10am℄:
does (john ; eat ) atp (2; 6) th [11am; 12am℄:
does (john ; ski ) inr [(500; 2000); (1000; 2000)℄ th [12am; 4pm℄:
person (moni a ; journalist ) :
does (moni a ; ski ) inr [(500; 2000); (1000; 1500)℄ th [1pm; 4pm℄:

The temporal information is represented by a th annotation be ause the property holds throughout the time period. Instead the spatial lo ation is expressed
by using an atp annotation when the exa t position is known, or by an inr
annotation if we an only delimit the area where the person an be found.

Furthermore, a resort an be des ribed by its name and its area represented
by a thr annotation.
resort (terra e ) thr [(3; 5); (8; 10)℄:
resort (ski ) thr [(50; 2000); (1000; 2000)℄:

Below we show how some queries from [8℄, involving the spatial and/or temporal knowledge, an be formulated in our language.
1. Where is John between 12am and 2pm?
does (john ; ) inr R in [12am; 2pm℄
The answer to this query onsists of (possibly di erent) regions where John
stays during that time period. We use the in annotation be ause we want
to know all the di erent positions of John between 12am and 2pm while the
inr annotation allows one to know the region John is in during that time
period, even if his exa t position is unknown.
If we asked for does (john ; ) atp R th [12am; 2pm℄ then we would have onstrained John to stay in only one pla e for the whole time period.
The query does (john ; ) atp R in [12am; 2pm℄ asks for de nite positions of
John sometime in [12am; 2pm℄.
2. When does Moni a stay at the terra e?
does (moni a ; ) inr R th I; resort (terra e ) thr R
The result is the time interval I in whi h Moni a's position is somewhere in
the terra e area.
3. Where is John while Moni a is at the terra e?
does (john ; ) inr R th I; does (moni a ; ) inr R1 th I; resort (terra e ) thr R1
This query is a omposition of a spatial join and a temporal join.
4. In whi h pla es does Moni a sleep?
does (moni a ; sleep ) thr R in [0am ; 12pm ℄
5. Where did Moni a and John meet?
does (john ; ) atp P at T; does (moni a ; ) atp P at T
This query exploits the fa t that two people meet if they are in the same
pla e at the same time.
6. Who ate in the skiing area, and when?
does (X ; eat ) inr R th I; resort (ski ) thr R
Grumba h et al. [8℄ represent only de nite spatial and temporal data, orresponding to our thr and th annotations. Indeed, they model the traje tory of a
person as a set of regions asso iated with time periods where the person an be
found, a sort of inde nite spatial information. Thus, in Grumba h et al. the di eren e between de nite and impre ise information is blurred, whereas in our framework it an be aptured by resorting to inr annotations for inde nite spatial
data (see e.g., does (moni a ; ski ) inr [(500; 2000); (1000; 1500)℄ th [1pm; 4pm℄).
Furthermore, in [8℄ time and spa e are asso iated with attributes of relations.
The temporal and the spatial dimensions are independent, thus it is not possible

to express spatial relations parametri with respe t to time. Hen e, their on ept
of moving obje ts aptures only dis rete hanges. We will see in Se tion 5.3 that,
instead, in STACLP ontinuous hanges an be naturally modeled.
An advantage of [8℄ is that it allows for a more ompa t representation of
the information by means of disjun tive onstraints. On the other hand, here we
use only onjun tive onstraints, and we model disjun tion by de ning di erent
lauses, one for ea h disjun t. Observe also that, for the absen e of negation,
STACLP does not allow us to express those database operations requiring negation, like di eren e between relations. The treatment of negation is not straightforward and represents an interesting topi of future resear h.

5.2 Periodi ity and Inde niteness
In STACLP one an express also periodi temporal information and inde nite
data both in time and/or spa e.
Example 2. Suppose that Frank works somewhere in Floren e (inde nite spatial
information) on Wednesdays (periodi temporal information). Su h situation an
be simply expressed by the lause
does (frank ; work ) inr R at T

wed at T; resort ( oren e ) thr R

The predi ate wed is de ned as
wed at w.

wed at T + 7

wed at T

where w is the date of a Wednesday. The predi ate wed holds if T is Wednesday
and resort ( oren e ) thr R binds R to the area of the town of Floren e (represented by a set of re tangles).
Moreover, to express the fa t that Frank has a break some time between 5pm
and 6pm (inde nite temporal information) at the terra e we an use the lause
does (frank ; break ) inr R in [5pm; 6pm℄

resort (terra e ) thr R

5.3 Moving obje ts
The STACLP framework allows one to des ribe spatial relations whi h may be
parametri with respe t to time, i.e., with respe t to their evolution, for instan e
time-varying areas and moving points. In the following examples we assume that
time and spa e are interpreted over \ ompatible" domains, for instan e if time
is dense then also the spatial domain has to be dense.
Example 3. Suppose to have a re tangular area on a shore, where a tide is oming
in. The front edge of the tide water is a linear fun tion of time. At 1:00am the
area ooded by the water will be a line, then it will start being a re tangle with
a linearly growing area. We an represent su h a phenomenon by the following
lause:
oodedarea thr [(2; 8); (2; 1 + T )℄ at T

1T
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The spatial annotation is parametri with respe t to time and this allows an
intera tion between the spatial and temporal attributes. The idea is similar to the
Parametri 2-spaghetti model proposed by Chomi ki and Revesz in [4℄. In su h
an approa h, whi h generalizes the 2-spaghetti Model, obje ts are triangulated
and the vertex oordinates of the triangles an be linear fun tions of time.
Example 4. A moving point an be modeled easily by using a lause of the form:
moving point atp (X; Y ) at T

onstraint (X ; Y ; T )

For instan e onsider a ar moving on a straight road with speed v and assume
that its initial position at time t0 is (x0 ; y0 ). The position (X; Y ) of the ar at
T an be omputed as follows:
ar position atp (X; Y ) at T

X = x0 + v(T

t0 ); Y = y0 + v(T

t0 )

In a similar way we an represent regions whi h move ontinuously in the plane.

5.4 Transitive Closure
Suppose that we want to des ribe towns and roads of a region and inquire the
system about the onne tions among them. This is a typi al example of network
analysis, that may nd appli ations in many areas (see e.g. [21℄). To do this kind
of analysis inside our framework, we an exploit the dedu tive power and the
possibility of de ning re ursive predi ates of onstraint logi programming.
First of all we give the de nition of a general predi ate path, that given the
identi ers of two obje ts, O1 and O2 , a list of properties, LProp , and a time period [T1 ; T2 ℄, returns a possible way to rea h O2 from O1 rossing areas satisfying
properties in LProp during the given time period. The temporal omponent is
asso iated with the properties, sin e it is very ommon that properties vary in
time. For instan e during Winter some roads may not be available be ause of
the snow, and thus, in order to nd a right path, temporal information must be
taken into a ount.
path (O1 ; O2 ; LProp ; A ; [O2 jA ℄) th [T1 ; T2 ℄
obj (O1 ) thr R; obj (O2 ) thr R
path (O1 ; O2 ; LProp ; A ; L) th [T1 ; T2 ℄
O1 6= O2 ; hasProp (O ; Prop ) th [T1 ; T2℄;
member (Prop ; LProp ) ; nonMember (O ; A ); O 6= O2 ;
obj (O ) thr R; obj (O1 ) thr R; path (O ; O2 ; LProp ; [O jA ℄; L)

The predi ates member and nonMember he k whether an obje t does or does
not belong to a list, respe tively. The fourth argument of path is an a umulator
in whi h we olle t the obje ts we have already sele ted during the omputation,
and the fth argument is the list, in inverse order, of the obje ts rossed to rea h
O2 from O1 .
The meaning of the two lauses is straightforward: The rst one states that
if the two obje ts interse t then our sear h for the path is nished. Otherwise,
we look for an obje t O , di erent from O2 , for whi h one of the properties in

LProp holds in the time period [T1 ; T2 ℄, whi h has not been sele ted yet, and
whi h interse ts the obje t O1 . Finally, we make a re ursive all to nd a path
between O and O2 .
Now we an easily nd a route to go from a town to another during a ertain
time period, if this route exists, by using roads.
route (Town1 ; Town2 ; L) th [T1 ; T2 ℄

path (O1 ; O2 ; [road ℄; [O1 ℄; L) th [T1 ; T2 ℄

The de nition of the predi ate route onsists in spe ifying road as property for
the obje ts we want to use to build a path from Town1 to Town2 .
The main advantage of this approa h is at the spe i ation level: We de laratively state what is a route without having a xed network. In other words, the
only information we employ is the area of the represented obje ts, we do not use
prede ned nodes and links between them to move from one position to another.
This leaves a larger freedom to spe ify onditions that the route has to satisfy
and it makes the approa h general, and appli ation independent.
6

Con lusions

We have extended the Temporal Annotated Constraint Logi Programming
framework by adding spatial annotations, resulting in STACLP. As for TACLP,
the approa h is on eptually simple and expressive.
The lausal fragment of STACLP an be implemented by en oding the inferen e rules dire tly in a onstraint logi programming language. We are urrently
developing an implementation of the onstraint theory needed to perform the
latti e operations on spatio-temporal annotations, by using the onstraint handling rules (CHR) library of Si stus Prolog [18℄. Su h an implementation is a
straightforward extension of the already implemented TACLP framework, whi h
has been proved to be tra table and eÆ ient [7℄.
For some appli ation areas like spatial databases and GISs, the STACLP
framework is still not expressive enough: It la ks some set-based operations on
geometri obje ts, su h as set-di eren e and omplement whi h would require
the presen e of negation in the language. The treatment of negation in STACLP
is an interesting topi for future resear h. Furthermore, STACLP does not provide operations for expressing topologi al relations. In the spirit of Egenhofer's
9-interse tion model [5℄, in luding the de nition of the boundary and of the interior of a spatial obje t should allow to nd the topologi al relations existing
between two onvex obje ts. More work is needed in this dire tion.
Finally, it would be interesting to ope with di erent granularities in spa e
and time, a apability whi h is parti ularly relevant to support interoperability
among systems [2, 4℄. For instan e, sin e spatial and temporal information an
be expressed in diverse measurement units (meters, feet, se onds, days), one
ould think of introdu ing in STACLP a notion of unit and a set of onversion
predi ates.
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